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Counter-propaganda as an “Instrument of Peace”. Fidel Castro and the “Battle of Ideas”:
The Dangers of Nuclear War.

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, June 13 2016

War is a criminal undertaking. What is required is to break that legitimacy, to criminalize
war through a global counter-propaganda campaign. The lies and fabrications which provide
legitimacy to America’s “humanitarian wars” must be fully revealed.

Clipping Academic Freedom in Australia. “The Use of Social Media to Express Opinions”

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, June 14 2016

Universities have become bastions of managerial madness.  The trends began some time
ago, when money became the ultimate pursuit, and Mr Dollar became chancellor and chief. 
The  obsession  with  obtaining  grants,  the  panjandrums  awarding  grants,  the  siphoning  off
funds, underwriting…

50th Anniversary of the Black Power Slogan and Its Significance

By Abayomi Azikiwe, June 14 2016

1966 proved to be a turning point in the African American liberation struggle On June 16,
1966, the recently-elected chair of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC),
Stokely Carmichael, later known as Kwame Ture, was arrested and taken to jail…

Trump’s Turn to the Neo-liberal Republican Elite: Only Clinton Can Save Trump’s Electoral
Victory
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By Prof. James Petras, June 15 2016

Trump’s turn to the neo-liberal Republican elite means he will intensify his repressive and
anti-immigrant rhetoric. Trump’s appeal will be aided by mindless violent protestors and
provocateurs as they conveniently “overwhelm the police” at anti-Trump rallies.

Why Many Bernie Sanders Supporters Will Soon be Abandoning the Democratic Party

By Dr. Gary G. Kohls, June 15 2016

“I would warn Orlando that you’re right in the way of some serious hurricanes, and I don’t
think I’d be waving those (rainbow) flags in God’s face if I were you. …this will bring about
the destruction of your nation.…

No Lone Wolf Shooting? Reported Multiple Orlando Gunmen

By Stephen Lendman, June 15 2016

Whether true or not awaits credible evidence proving it. A previous article called it highly
unlikely for one gunman to kill or injure over 100 victims singlehandedly before SWAT police
stopped him. Orlando shootings bore distinct earmarks of state-sponsored false…
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